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1. Introduction
Recently, research e®orts have been to obtain various generalizations of convex,
functions. By weakening certain properties of convex functions, di®erent authors
built new classes of functions. Between these we recall the class of semilocally con-
vex, locally arcwise connected and related functions. Ewing [2] de¯ned semilocally
convex functions which he applied it to derive su±cient optimality conditions for
variational and control problems. Kaul and Kaur [3] de¯ned semilocally quasicon-
vex and semilocally pseudoconvex functions. Kaul and Kaur [4] derived su±cient
optimality criteria for a class of nonlinear programming problems by using gener-
alized semilocally functions. Optimality conditions and duality results were given
by Kaul and Kaur [5] for a nonlinear programming problem where the functions
involved are semidi®erentiable and generalized semilocally. Optimality conditions
and duality results were given by Lyall et al.[9]for a fractional programming prob-
lem involving semilocally convex and related functions. Kaul et al. [7] de¯ned
locally arcwise connected sets which include arcwise connected sets [1] and locally
starshaped sets [2]. Also, they introduced locally connected functions and locally
Q-connected functions on a locally connected set and studied some local-global
minimum properties satis¯ed by such functions. Kaul and Lyall [6] de¯ned lo-
cally P -connected functions and studied properties of these functions and locally
connected (Q-connected ) functions based on the concept of right di®erentiability
of a function with respect to an arc. Results regarding the solution of nonlinear
programming problem involving locally P -connected functions and su±cient op-
timality criteria for such a programming problem are derived. These results are
extended to the multiple objective programming by Lyall et al. [8] which have
obtained Fritz John type necessary optimality criteria for a non-linear programs
and formulated a Mond-Weir type dual together with weak and strong duality
results. A proper weak minimum is de¯ned and duality results are established by
using this concept.
In this paper, a nonlinear fractional programming problem is considered, where
the functions involved are di®erentiable with respect to an arc.Necessary and
su±cient optimality conditions are obtained. A dual is formulated and duality
results are proved using concepts of locally arcwise connected, locally Q-connected
and locally P -connected functions .
Due to the fact the class of locally arcwise connected functions is larger than
the class of semilocally convex functions it results that this paper generalizes the
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works of Lyall, Suneja and Aggarwal [9], Kaul and Lyall [6] and Kaul et.al. [7].
The organization of the remainder of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we
shall introduce the notation and de¯nitions which are used throughout the paper.
In Section 3, we shall give necessary optimality criteria for a nonlinear fractional
programming problem. In Section 4, we shall give su±cient optimality criteria.
In Section 5, a dual is formulated and duality results of weak and strong duality
for the pair of primal and dual programs are proved.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce the notation and de¯nitions which are used through-
out the paper.
LetRn be the n-dimensional Euclidean space and Rn+ its nonnegative orthant,
i.e., Rn+ = fx 2 Rn; xj = 0; j = 1; : : : ; ng . Throughout the paper, the following
conventions for vectors in Rn will be followed :
x > y if and only if xi > yi (i = 1; : : : ; n) ;
x = y if and only if xi = yi (i = 1; : : : ; n) ;
x ¸ y if and only if xi = yi (i = 1; : : : ; n) ; but x 6= y.
Throughout the paper, all de¯nitions, theorems, lemmas, corollaries, remarks
are numbered consecutively in a single numeration system in each section.
Let X0 µ Rn be a nonempty and compact subset of Rn.
De¯nition 2.1. Let ¹x; x 2 X 0: A continuous mapping H¹x;x : [0; 1] !Rn with
H¹x;x (0) = ¹x;H¹x;x (1) = x
is called an arc from ¹x to x.
De¯nition 2.2. We say that X 0 µ Rn is a locally arcwise connected set at ¹x
(¹x 2 X0) (X0 is LAC, for short) if for any x 2 X0 there exist a positive number
a(x; ¹x), with 0 < a(x; ¹x) 5 1, and a continuous arc such that H¹x;x (¸) 2 X0 for
any ¸ 2 (0; a(x; ¹x)).
We say that X0 is locally arcwise connected if X 0 is locally arcwise connected
at any x 2 X 0:
The concept of locally arcwise connected sets is a generalization of arcwise
connected sets considered by Avriel and Zang [1] and locally starshaped sets
considered by Ewing [2], since the function H¹x;x (¸) = (1¡ ¸) ¹x + ¸x is an arc in
the sense of De¯nition 2.1.
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De¯nition 2.3.[7]. Let f : X0 ¡!R be a function, where X0 µ Rn is a locally
arcwise connected set at ¹x 2 X0, with the corresponding function H¹x;x (¸) and
a maximum positive number a (x; ¹x) satisfying the required conditions. We say
that f is:
(i1) locally arcwise connected (f is LAC, for short) at ¹x if for any x 2 X0,
there exists a positive number d(x; ¹x) 5 a(x; ¹x) such that
f(H¹x;x (¸)) 5 ¸f(x) + (1¡ ¸)f (¹x); 0 < ¸ < d(x; ¹x): (2.1)
(i2) locally Q-connected (LQCN) at ¹x if for any x 2 X0, there exists a positive
number d(x; ¹x) 5 a(x; ¹x) such that
f (x) 5 f(¹x)
0 < ¸ < d(x; ¹x)
¾
) f (H¹x;x (¸)) 5 f(x):
The function f is said to be strictly locally arcwise connected (SLAC) at ¹x 2 X0
if for each x 2 X0; x 6= ¹x the inequality (2.1) is strict.
If f is LAC (SLAC) at each ¹x 2 X0 then f is said to be LAC(SLAC) on X0:
If f is LQCN at each ¹x 2 X0 then f is said to be LQCN on X0:
It is clear from this de¯nition that every semilocally convex (quasi-convex)
function [2][3]is a locally arcwise connected (Q-connected) function but not con-
versely. Also, every arcwise connected (Q-connected) function [1] is a locally
connected (Q-connected) function.
Thus, the class of locally arcwise connected functions includes the class of
semilocally convex functions and the class of arcwise connected functions.
De¯nition 2.4.[6]. Let f : X0 ¡!R be a function, where X0 µ Rn is a locally
arcwise connected set at ¹x 2 X0, with the corresponding function H¹x;x (¸) and a
maximum positive number a (x; ¹x) satisfying the required conditions. The right
di®erential of f at ¹x with respect to the arc H¹x;x (¸) is given by
(df )+(¹x;H¹x;x(0
+)) = lim
¸!0+
1
¸
[f(H¹x;x (¸))¡ f (¹x)]
provided the limit exists and it is ¯nite.
If f is di®erentiable at any ¹x 2 X 0, then f is said to be di®erentiable on X0.
According to Avriel and Zang [1], (df )+(¹x;H¹x;x (0+)) may also be called di-
rectional derivated of f with respect to the arc H¹x;x (¸) at ¸ = 0.
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De¯nition 2.5. Let f : X0 ¡! R be a function on a locally arcwise connected
set X0 µ Rn for which the right di®erential at ¹x with respect to the arc H¹x;x (¸)
exists. We say that f is locally P -connected (LPCN) at ¹x 2 X 0 if
(df)+(¹x;H¹x;x(0
+)) = 0) f (x) = f(x)
If f is LPCN at each ¹x 2 X 0 then f is said to be LPCN on X0:
It is clear from this de¯nition that every semilocally pseudoconvex function
[3] is locally P -connected function and every di®erentiable P -connected function
[1]is locally P -connected function.
The following theorem is an easy consequence of the above de¯nitions.
Theorem 2.6. [6] Let f : X0 ¡! R be a function on X0 (a locally arcwise
connected set) for which the right di®erential at ¹x with respect to the arc H¹x;x (¸)
exists.
a) The function f is locally arcwise connected at ¹x 2 X0 if and only if
f (x) ¡ f(x) = (df )+(¹x;H¹x;x(0+)) (2.2)
b) The function f is strictly locally arcwise connected at x 2 X0,if and only if
f (x)¡ f (x) > (df )+(¹x;H¹x;x(0+)); 8 x 6= ¹x:
c) If f is locally Q-connected at ¹x, then
f(x) 5 f (x)) (df )+(¹x;H¹x;x(0+)) 5 0:
In [6] Kaul and Lyall presented various properties of locally connected func-
tions, locally Q-connected functions, locally P -connected functions in terms of the
right di®erential of the function with respect to an arc H¹x;x.
In what follows we give other new properties of the above de¯ned functions.
Theorem 2.7. Let f; g : X0 ! R+ be such that f and ¡g are locally arcwise
connected functions on X0 (a locally arcwise connected set in Rn) with respect
to the same function H for each pair of points and g is strictly positive and ¯nite
function on X 0: Then the ratio h =
f
g
is a locally Q-connected function on X 0.
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Proof. Let x1; x2 2 X0 such that
h
¡
x2
¢
5 h
¡
x1
¢
(2.3)
Since X 0 is a LAC set, then there exist a maximum positive number a (x1; x2) 5 1
and an arc Hx1 ;x2 such that Hx1 ;x2 (¸) 2 X0 for 0 < ¸ < a (x1; x2) : Since f and
¡g are locally arcwise connected functions on X0 , there exist 0 < d1 (x1; x2) 5
a(x1; x2) and 0 < d2 (x1; x2) 5 a (x1; x2) such that
f(Hx1 ;x2 (¸)) 5 ¸f(x2) + (1¡ ¸)f (x1); 0 < ¸ < d1(x1; x2)
and
g(Hx1 ;x2 (¸)) = ¸g(x2) + (1 ¡¸)g(x1); 0 < ¸ < d2(x1; x2):
Let d3 (x1; x2) = minfd1 (x1; x2) ; d2 (x1; x2)g : Then
h (Hx1;x2 (¸)) ¡h
¡
x1
¢
=
f (Hx1;x2 (¸))
g (Hx1 ;x2 (¸))
¡ f (x
1)
g (x1)
5
5 g (x
1) [(1¡ ¸) f (x1) + ¸f (x2)]¡ f (x1) [(1¡ ¸)g (x1) + ¸g (x2)]
g (x1) g (Hx1 ;x2 (¸))
=
=
¸g (x2) [h (x2) ¡ h (x1)]
g (Hx1;x2 (¸))
5 0 (using (2.3))
for 0 < ¸ < d3 (x1; x2) because Hx1 ;x2 (¸) 2 X0 for 0 < ¸ < d3 (x1; x2) 5 a (x1; x2) :
Thus, we have h (Hx1 ;x2 (¸)) 5 h (x1) for all 0 < ¸ < d3 (x1; x2), i.e. h is a locally
Q-connected function on X0.
A similar result is derived in [7]using a di®erent approach.
Corollary 2.8. If ¡f is locally arcwise connected and non-negative function on
X0 and g is locally arcwise connected, strictly positive and ¯nite function on X0,
then ¡h is locally Q-connected function.
Corollary 2.9. If g is strictly positive and ¯nite function onX 0, then
1
g
is locally
Q-connected on X0if and only if ¡g is locally Q-connected on X0.
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Theorem 2.10. Let f be a locally arcwise connected and non-negative function
on a locally arcwise connected set X0, ¡g be a locally arcwise connected, strictly
negative and ¯nite function X0with respect to the same arc H for each pair of
points. Then h =
f2
g
is locally arcwise connected on X0.
Proof. Let x1; x2 2 X0. Since X0 is a LAC set, then there exist a maximum
positive number a(x1; x2) 5 1 and an arc Hx1;x2 such that Hx1 ;x2 (¸) 2 X0 for
0 < ¸ < a (x1; x2) : Since f and ¡g are locally arcwise connected functions on X0
, there exist 0 < d1 (x1; x2) 5 a(x1; x2) and 0 < d2 (x1; x2) 5 a (x1; x2) such that
f(Hx1 ;x2 (¸)) 5 ¸f(x2) + (1¡ ¸)f (x1); 0 < ¸ < d1(x1; x2) (2.4)
and
g(Hx1 ;x2 (¸)) = ¸g(x2) + (1 ¡¸)g(x1); 0 < ¸ < d2(x1; x2): (2.5)
Let d3 (x1; x2) = minfd1 (x1; x2) ; d2 (x1; x2)g :
Now, by (2.4) and (2.5) we have
h (Hx1;x2 (¸))¡ [(1¡ ¸) h (x1) + ¸h (x2)] =
=
f2 (Hx1;x2)
g (Hx1;x2)
¡

(1 ¡ ¸) f
2 (x1)
g (x1)
+ ¸
f 2 (x2)
g (x2)
¸
5
5 [(1¡ ¸) f (x
1) + ¸f (x2)]
2
(1¡ ¸) g (x1) + ¸g (x2) ¡ (1¡ ¸)
f 2 (x1)
g (x1)
¡ ¸f
2 (x2)
g (x2)
=
=
¡¸ (1¡ ¸) [f (x1) g (x2)¡ f (x2) g (x1)]2
g (x1) g (x2) [(1¡ ¸) g (x1) + ¸g (x2)] 5 0
for 0 < ¸ < d3 (x1; x2) because g (x1) > 0 and g (x2) > 0. Thus h is locally arcwise
connected on X0.
3. Necessary Optimality Criteria
Consider the nonlinear fractional programming problem
Max q (x) =
f (x)
g (x)
(P) subject to
h (x) 5 0
x 2 X0
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where
i) X0 µ Rn is a non-empty locally arcwise connected set,
ii) f :X 0 ! R; f (x) = 0;8x 2 X0;
iii) g :X 0 ! R; g (x) > 0;8x 2 X0;
iv) h = (hi)15i5m :X
0 ! Rm;
v) the right di®erentials of f; g and hj (j = 1; :::;m) at ¹x with respect to the
arc H exist.
Let X = fx 2 X 0 j h(x) 5 0g be the set of all feasible solutions to (P).
If hi (i = 1; :::;m) is a locally arcwise connected function on X
0, then X is a
locally arcwise connected set (Kaul and Lyall [6]).
Let N(x) denote the neighbourhood of ¹x 2 Rn and S (¹x; ") open sphere of
center ¹x and radius "; i.e.,
S(x; ") = fx 2 Rn j kx¡ xk < "g:
De¯nition 3.1. a) ¹x is said to be a local maximum solution to Problem (P) if
¹x 2 X and there exists a neighbourhood N (¹x) such that x 2 N (x)\X ) f(¹x) =
f(x):
b) ¹x is said to be a maximum solution to Problem (P) if ¹x 2 X and f (¹x) =
max
x2X
f (x) :
For ¹x 2 X we denote
I = I (¹x) = fijhi (¹x) = 0g;
J = J (¹x) = fijhi (¹x) < 0g;
and
hI = (hi)i2I :
Obviously I [ J = f1; 2; : : : ;mg :
In order to pass from Fritz John conditions to the Kuhn-Tucker conditions we
need the following generalized constraint quali¯cation.
De¯nition 3.2. We say that the function h satis¯es the generalized Slater's con-
straint quali¯cation (GSQ) at ¹x 2 X, if hi is locally P -connected at ¹x and there
exists an x^ 2 X such that hi(x^) < 0 for i 2 I.
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Lemma 3.3. Let ¹x 2 X be a (local) maximum solution to Problem (P). We
assume that hi is continuous at ¹x for any i 2 J , and that the right di®erentials of
f; g and hI at ¹x with respect to the arc H¹x;x exist. Then the system
(df )+(¹x;H¹x;x(0
+)) > 0 (3.1)
(dg)+(¹x;H¹x;x(0+)) < 0 (3.2)
(dhI )
+(¹x;H¹x;x(0
+)) < 0 (3.3)
has no solution x 2 X 0.
Proof. Let ¹x 2 X be a (local) maximum solution to Problem (P). We assume
ad absurdum that the system (3.1)-(3.3) has a solution x0 2 X0 i.e.
(df )+(¹x;H¹x;x0(0
+)) > 0 (3.4)
(dg)+(¹x;H¹x;x0 (0
+)) < 0 (3.5)
(dhI )
+(¹x;H¹x;x0(0
+)) < 0 (3.6)
Consider the function
©1
¡
¹x;H¹x;x0
¡
0+
¢
; ¸
¢
= f (H¹x;x0 (¸)) ¡ f (¹x)
which vanishes at ¸ = 0:
The right di®erential of ©1 (¹x;H¹x;x0 (0+) ; ¸)with respect to ¸ at ¸ = 0 is given
by
lim
¸!0+
©1 (¹x;H¹x;x0 (0+) ; ¸)¡ ©1 (¹x;H¹x;x0 (0+) ; 0)
¸
=
= lim
¸!0+
f (H¹x;x0 (¸)) ¡ f (¹x)
¸
= (df )+(¹x;H¹x;x0
¡
0+
¢
) > 0 (using (3.4)).
Therefore there exists ±1 such that
©1
¡
¹x;H¹x;x0
¡
0+
¢
; ¸
¢
> 0; ¸ 2 (0; ±1)
i.e.
f (H¹x;x0 (¸)) > f (¹x) ; ¸ 2 (0; ±1) (3.7)
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Similarly, if we consider
©2
¡
¹x;H¹x;x0
¡
0+
¢
; ¸
¢
= g (¹x) ¡ g (H¹x;x0 (¸) ; ¸)
and
©3
¡
¹x;H¹x;x0
¡
0+
¢
; ¸
¢
= hI (¹x) ¡ hI (H¹x;x0 (¸) ; ¸)
and using (3.5) and (3.6) we have
g (H¹x;x0 (¸)) < g (¹x) ; ¸ 2 (0;±2) (3.8)
and
hI (H¹x;x0 (¸)) < hI (¹x) ; ¸ 2 (0; ±3) (3.9)
>From (3.9) and the de¯nition of I , it results
hI (H¹x;x0 (¸)) < 0; ¸ 2 (0; ±3) :
Also, hi (¹x) < 0 for i 2 J and from the continuity of hi at ¹x, there exists ±¤i > 0
such that
hi (H¹x;x0 (¸)) < 0; ¸ 2 (0; ±¤i ) ; i 2 J: (3.10)
Let ±¤ = min (±1; ±2; ±3; ±¤i (i 2 J)) : For ¸ 2 (0; ±¤) we have
H¹x;x0 (¸) 2 S (¹x; ±¤) µ N (¹x) : (3.11)
By the choosing of ±¤ from (3.7), (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10) it results
f (H¹x;x0 (¸)) > f (¹x) ; ¸ 2 (0; ±¤) (3.12)
g (H¹x;x0 (¸)) < g (¹x) ; ¸ 2 (0; ±¤) (3.13)
hI (H¹x;x0 (¸)) < 0; ¸ 2 (0; ±¤) (3.14)
hJ (H¹x;x0 (¸)) < 0; ¸ 2 (0; ±¤) : (3.15)
>From (3.11), (3.14) and (3.15), it follows that
H¹x;x0 (¸) 2 N (¹x) \X; ¸ 2 (0; ±¤)
and from (3.12) and (3.13), we have
q (H¹x;x0 (¸)) > q (¹x)
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which contradicts the assumption that ¹x is a local maximum solution for (P).
Therefore, there exist no x 2 X 0 such that
(df )+
¡
¹x;H¹x;x
¡
0+
¢¢
> 0
(dg)+
¡
¹x;H¹x;x
¡
0+
¢¢
< 0
(dhI)
+ ¡¹x;H¹x;x ¡0+¢¢ < 0:
The proof is complete.
Now we have the following Fritz John type necessary optimality criteria.
Theorem 3.4. Let us suppose that hi; i 2 J; is continuous at ¹x . Assume also
that ¡ (df )+ (¹x;H¹x;x (0+)) ; (dg)+ (¹x;H¹x;x (0+)) ; (dhI)+ (¹x;H¹x;x (0+)) are convex
functions of x and X 0 is convex. If ¹x is a (local) maximum solution to Problem
(P), then there exist ¹u0 2 R; ¹u 2 Rm; ¹¸ 2 R such that
¡
¹x; ¹u0; ¹¸; ¹u
¢
satis¯es the
following conditions:
¡¹u0(df)+(¹x;H¹x;x(0+)) + ¸(dg)+(¹x;H¹x;x(0+))+
+u(dh)+(¹x;H¹x;x(0
+)) = 0; 8x 2 X0 (3.16)
¹u ¢ h(¹x) = 0 (3.17)
h(¹x) 5 0 (3.18)¡
¹u0; ¹¸; ¹u
¢
= 0;
¡
¹u0; ¹¸; ¹u
¢ 6= 0 (3.19)
Proof. Let ¹x 2 X be a (local) maximum solution to Problem (P). Since the
conditions of Lemma 3.3 are satis¯ed, we get that the system (3.1)-(3.3) has no so-
lution x 2 X0: Since ¡ (df )+ (¹x;H¹x;x (0+)) ; (dg)+ (¹x;H¹x;x (0+)) ; (dhI)+ (¹x;H¹x;x (0+))
are convex functions of x, therefore by Theorem of alternative for the convex func-
tions ([10]), there exist ¹u0 2 R; ¹ui 2 R (i 2 I ) ; ¹¸ 2 R, such that
¡¹u0(df)+(¹x;H¹x;x(0+)) + ¸(dg)+(¹x;H¹x;x(0+))+
+uI(dhI)
+(¹x;H¹x;x(0
+)) = 0; 8x 2 X0 (3.20)
¡
¹u0; ¹¸; ¹uI
¢
= 0;
¡
¹u0; ¹¸; ¹uI
¢ 6= 0 (3.21)
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If we de¯ne ¹uJ = 0, by (3.20), we get (3.16). Since hI (¹x) = 0 then for
¹u = (¹uI ; ¹uJ) we have
¹u ¢ h(¹x) = 0 (3.22)
i.e. the relation (3.17).
The relation (3.18) results from ¹x 2 X. The proof is complete.
Now, we consider the parametric problem
Max f (x) ¡ ¸g (x) ; ¸ 2 R (¸ a parameter)
(P¸) subject to
h (x) 5 0
x 2 X0:
It is well known that (P¸) is closely related to Problem (P).
The following lemma is well known in fractional programming [13] and estab-
lishes a connection between the fractional programming problem (P) and a certain
parametric programming problem (P¸) :
Lemma 3.5. ¹x is an optimal solution to Problem (P) if and only if it is optimal
solution to Problem (P ¹¸) with ¹¸ = f (¹x)=g (¹x) :
The next Theorem is a Kuhn-Tucker type necessary optimality criteria and
results from Lemma 3.5 and Theorem 3.4.
Theorem 3.6. Let us suppose that hi is continuous at ¹x for i 2 J . Assume also
that ¡ (df )+ (¹x;H¹x;x (0+)) ; (dg)+ (¹x;H¹x;x (0+)) ; (dhI)+ (¹x;H¹x;x (0+)) are convex
functions of x and X0 is convex and h satis¯es GSQ at ¹x. If ¹x is a (local)
maximum solution to Problem (P), then there exist ¹¸ 2 R; ¹u 2 Rm such that
¡(df)+(¹x;H¹x;x(0+)) + ¸(dg)+(¹x;H¹x;x(0+))+
+u(dh)+(¹x;H¹x;x(0
+)) = 0; 8x 2 X0 (3.23)
f (¹x) ¡ ¹¸g (¹x) = 0 (3.24)
¹u ¢ h(¹x) = 0 (3.25)
h (¹x) 5 0 (3.26)¡
¹¸; ¹u
¢
= 0;
¡
¹¸; ¹u
¢ 6= 0 (3.27)
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4. Su±cient optimality criteria
Theorem 4.1. Let ¹x 2 X 0 µ Rn; ¹u 2 Rm. Let ¡f; g and h be locally arcwise
connected at ¹x, with respect to a same arc H¹x;x. We assume that at ¹x; there exist
the right di®erentials with respect to the arc H¹x;x of f; g and h and (¹x; ¹u) satis¯es
the following conditions:
¡(df)+(¹x;H¹x;x(0+)) + ¹u(dh)+(¹x;H¹x;x(0+)) = 0; 8 x 2 X (4.1)
(dg)+(¹x;H¹x;x(0
+)) = 0; 8 x 2 X (4.2)
¹u ¢ h (¹x) = 0 (4.3)
h (¹x) 5 0 (4.4)
¹u = 0; ¹u 6= 0 (4.5)
Then ¹x is a maximum solution to Problem (P).
Proof. Let (¹x; ¹u) satisfy conditions (4.1)-(4.5). Relation (4.4) yields that ¹x 2
X, hence ¹x is a feasible solution to Problem (P).The function ¡f is locally arcwise
connected. Therefore, for any x 2 X, Theorem 2.6 , yields.
f (x) ¡ f (¹x) 5 (df)+(¹x;H¹x;x
¡
0+
¢
)
or
f (¹x) ¡ f (x) = ¡(df)+(¹x;H¹x;x
¡
0+
¢
) = ¡¹u (dh)+ ¡¹x;H¹x;x ¡0+¢¢ (by (4:1))
= ¡¹u [h (x) ¡ h (¹x)] (since h is locally arcwise connected at ¹x)
= ¡¹u ¢ h (x) (by (4.3))
= 0 (by (4.5)).
Thus
f (¹x) = f (x) for any x 2 X: (4.6)
Since g is locally arcwise connected, by Theorem 2.6, it results that
g (x) ¡ g (¹x) = (dg)+(¹x;H¹x;x
¡
0+
¢
) = 0 (by (4.2))
Therefore
g (x) = g (¹x) 8 x 2 X: (4.7)
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Thus, from (4.6) and (4.7), it follows that
q (x)  g (¹x) ; 8 x 2 X:
Hence, ¹x is an optimal solution to Problem (P).
Corollary 4.2. Let ¹x 2 X0 µ Rn; ¹u0 2 R; ¹u 2 Rm. Let ¡f; g and h be locally
arcwise connected at ¹x; with respect to the same arc H¹x;x. We assume that at ¹x;
there exist the right di®erentials of f; g and h with respect to the arc H¹x;x and
(¹x; ¹u0; ¹u) satis¯es the following conditions:
¡¹u0(df)+(¹x;H¹x;x
¡
0+
¢
) + ¹u(dh)+(¹x;H¹x;x
¡
0+
¢
) = 0; 8 x 2 X (4.8)
(dg)+(¹x;H¹x;x
¡
0+
¢
) = 0; 8 x 2 X (4.9)
¹u ¢ h (¹x) = 0 (4.10)
h (¹x) 5 0 (4.11)
¹u = 0; ¹u 6= 0 (4.12)
¹u0 > 0: (4.13)
Then ¹x is a maximum solution to Problem (P).
Proof. Since ¹u0 > 0 (by (4.13)), therefore (¹x; ¹u=¹u0) satis¯es conditions (4.1)-
(4.5) of Theorem 4.1 and hence ¹x is an optimal solution to Problem (P).
Remark 4.3. In the statement of Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 it su±ces to
assume only the local arcwise connectivity of hI instead of h at ¹x.
Theorem 4.4. Let ¹x 2 X0; ¹u0 2 R, ¹u 2 Rm: Let ¡f and g locally arcwise
connected and h strictly locally arcwise connected at ¹x; with respect to the same
arc H¹x;x . We assume that at ¹x; there exist the right di®erential with respect to
the arc H¹x;x of f; g and h and (¹x; ¹u0; ¹u) satis¯es conditions (4.8)-(4.13).
Then ¹x is a maximum solution to Problem (P).
Proof. From the relations (4.10) and (4.11) we obtain ¹ui = 0 for i 2 J and
thus (4.8) may be written as
¡¹u0 (df )+
¡
¹x;H¹x;x
¡
0+
¢¢
+ ¹uI (dhI )
+ ¡¹x;H¹x;x ¡0+¢¢ = 0; 8 x 2 X (4.14)
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From (4.12) and (4.13), we obtain
(¹u0; ¹uI) = 0; (¹u0; ¹uI) 6= 0 (4.15)
and from (4.14) and (4.15), we obtain that the system
(df)+(¹x;H¹x;x (0+)) > 0
(dhI)+(¹x;H¹x;x (0+)) < 0
¾
(4.16)
has no solution x 2 X:We can infer that f (x) 5 f (¹x) 8 x 2 X. Indeed, if there
exists x0 2 X such that f (x0) > f (¹x), then
hI
¡
x0
¢
5 0 5 hI (¹x) :
>From the locally arcwise connectivity of¡f and strict locally arcwise connectivity
of hI at ¹x we have
0 < f
¡
x0
¢ ¡ f (¹x) 5 (df )+(¹x;H¹x;x ¡0+¢)
0 = hI
¡
x0
¢ ¡ hI (¹x) > (dhI )+(¹x;H¹x;x ¡0+¢)
i.e. the system
(df)+(¹x;H¹x;x
¡
0+
¢
) > 0
(dhI)
+(¹x;H¹x;x
¡
0+
¢
) < 0
has a solution x0, which is a contradiction to (4.16). Therefore,
f (x) 5 f (¹x) ;8 x 2 X: (4.17)
Similar as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 from the locally arcwise connectivity of g,
it results
g (x) = g (¹x) ; 8 x 2 X: (4.18)
Combining (4.17) and (4.18), we conclude that
q (x) 5 q (¹x) ; 8 x 2 X:
Hence, ¹x is an optimal solution to Problem (P). This completes the proof of the
theorem.
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Theorem 4.5. Let ¹x 2 X 0; ¹u 2 Rm.Let ¡f , g be locally arcwise connected and
hI be locally Q-connected at ¹x with respect to the same arc H¹x;x:We assume that
at ¹x;there exist the right di®erential with respect to the arc H¹x;x of f; g and h
and (¹x; ¹u0; ¹u) satis¯es conditions (4.1)-(4.5). Then ¹x is a maximum solution to
Problem (P).
Proof. From the relations (4.3) and (4.4) we obtain ¹ui = 0 for i 2 J . Also,
hI (x) 5 0 = hI (¹x) ;8 x 2 X . Since hI is locally Q-connected at ¹x , therefore by
Theorem 2.6 it follows (dhI)+(¹x;H¹x;x(0+)) 5 0;8 x 2 X: From this inequality and
¹uI = 0 we get ¹uI (dhI )+(¹x;H¹x;x(0+)) 5 0;8 x 2 X. Also, ¹uj(dhj)+(¹x;H¹x;x(0+)) =
0;8 x 2 X and because ¹ui = 0 for i 2 J we have ¹u(dh)+(¹x;H¹x;x(0+)) 5 0;8 x 2 X:
By (4.1) we have ¡(df )+(¹x;H¹x;x(0+)) = 0;8 x 2 X and from ¡f locally
arcwise connected and Theorem 2.6 it results
f (x) 5 f (¹x) ;8 x 2 X:
Also, by (4.2)
g (x) = g (¹x) ; 8 x 2 X:
Hence q (x) 5 q (¹x) ; 8 x 2 X, i.e. ¹x is an optimal solution to Problem (P).
5. Duality
For Problem (P) we consider the dual problem
min v (¸) = ¸
(D) subject to
¡ (df)+ ¡y;Hy;x ¡0+¢¢ + ¸ (dg)+ ¡y;Hy;x ¡0+¢¢+
+u (dh)+
¡
y;Hy;x
¡
0+
¢¢
= 0; 8 x 2 X (5.1)
f (y)¡ ¸g (y) 5 0 (5.2)
u ¢ h (y) = 0 (5.3)
u = 0; y 2 X0; u 2 Rm; ¸ 2 R; ¸ = 0: (5.4)
Let T denote the set of all feasible solutions to Problem (D).
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Theorem 5.1. (Weak Duality). Let x 2 X and (y; ¸; u) 2 T:If ¡f; g and h are
locally arcwise connected, with respect to a same arc, then
q (x) 5 v (¸) :
Proof. Locally arcwise connectivity of f and Theorem 2.6, yield
f (x) ¡ f (y) 5 (df )+ ¡y;Hy;x ¡0+¢¢
5 ¸ (dg)+
¡
y;Hy;x
¡
0+
¢¢
+ u (dh)+
¡
y;Hy;x
¡
0+
¢¢
(using (5.1))
5 ¸ fg (x)¡ g (y)g+u fh (x)¡ h (y)g (by locally arcwise connectivity of g and h):
Or
f (x) ¡ ¸g (x) 5 ff (y)¡ ¸g (y)g+ ufh (x)¡ h (y)g 5 0
using (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4) and x 2 X. Thus
f (x)
g (x)
5 ¸
i.e.
q (x) 5 v (¸) :
The weak duality theorem take place in weaker conditions on f; g and h.
Theorem 5.2. If x 2 X and (y; ¸; u) 2 T and¡f+¸g+uh is locallyP -connected,
then q (x) 5 v (¸) :
Proof. Let x 2 X and (y; ¸; u) 2 T .The relation (5.1) can be written under
the form
(d (¡f + ¸g + uh))+ ¡y;Hy;x ¡0+¢¢ = 0;8x 2 X:
Since ¡f + ¸g + uh is locally P -connected we have
(¡f + ¸g + uh) (x) = (¡f + ¸g + uh) (y)
i.e.
f (x) ¡ ¸g (x) 5 ff (y)¡ ¸g (y)g+ ufh (x)¡ h (y)g :
The proof follows as in Theorem 5.1.
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Corollary 5.3. Let ¹x 2 X and ¡¹x; ¹¸; ¹u¢ 2 T such that q (¹x) = v(¹¸). If the
hypotheses of either Theorem 5.1 or Theorem 5.2 are satis¯ed, then ¹x is an optimal
solution to Problem (P) and
¡
¹x; ¹¸; ¹u
¢
is an optimal solution to Problem (D).
Proof. According to Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 , for each x 2 X we have
q (x) 5 v
¡¹¸¢ = q (¹x)
and hence ¹x is an optimal solution to Problem (P). Also if
¡
¹x; ¹¸; ¹u
¢ 2 T , then
according to Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, we have
v (¸) = q (¹x) = v
¡¹¸¢
and hence
¡
¹x; ¹¸; ¹u
¢
is an optimal solution to Problem (D).
Theorem 5.4. Let ¹x be a (local) optimal solution to (P). Let hi; i 2 J be continu-
ous at ¹x and let ¡ (df)+ (¹x;H¹x;x (0+)) ; (dg)+ (¹x;H¹x;x (0+)) ; (dh)+ (¹x;H¹x;x (0+))be
convex functions of x: If h satis¯es GSQ at ¹x , then there exists
¡
¹x; ¹¸; ¹u
¢ 2 T such
that q (¹x) = v
¡
¹¸
¢
: Moreover, if either ¡f; g; h are locally arcwise connected or
¡f + ¸g + uh is locally P -connected for any (y; ¸; u) 2 T , then ¡¹x; ¹¸; ¹u¢ is an
optimal solution to (D).
Proof. Since ¹x satis¯es the conditions of Theorem 3.6 there exist ¹¸ 2 R; ¹u 2
Rm such that
¡
¹x; ¹¸; ¹u
¢
is feasible to (D) and q (¹x) = v
¡
¹¸
¢
. Hence, by Corollary
5.3 , it follows that
¡
¹x; ¹¸; ¹u
¢
is optimal to (D).
Remark 5.5. Since the class of locally arcwise connected functions includes the
class of semilocally convex functions and the class of arcwise connected functions,
our results generalize those of Lyall, Suneja and Aggarwal [9] , Kaur and Lyall [6]
and Kaul et al.[7] .
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